
Swift benefits for Karsten
Karsten UK is one of the newer  
users of Prophet’s Pr2 supply  
chain management software,  
having gone live just eight  
months ago. Managing director 
Herman Engelbrecht is happy  
with progress to date and has  
plans to ramp up his company’s 
use of the system’s functionality 
over the coming months  
and years.

Key Features
– Sales order management
– Grower distribution management
– Integrated warehouse management
– Integrated packhouse management
– Integrated packhouse traceability
– Automated packhouse scanning
– Powerful grower lot accounting
– Account sale deals
– Powerful grower commission/charge
   recoveries
– Grower return by original product units
   after packing
 

Key Benefits
– Faster/cheaper product distribution
– Higher volumes at higher prices
– Lowers operating overheads
– More competitive sales prices
– Higher grower returns
– Trust in transparent returns

Technology
– Prophet Pr2 Client Applications
– Prophet Pr2 Hand Held Applications
– XML Electronic Data Interchange
– Crystal Reports
– Microsoft SQL Server
– Windows Server Family

Part of the South Africa based Karsten Group, Karsten UK was established 
in 2005 as the distribution service provider of the Group in the United 
Kingdom and Europe. Its initial purpose was to supply the UK retailers with 
grapes from Karsten Farms in South Africa, which has been achieved in 
the preceding five and a half years, Karsten UK has extended its direct 
supplies of Karsten Group grapes to other products, as well as building 
business with non-South African product.

At the time of its formation, the decision was taken to implement 
ERP software at Karsten UK’s Spalding headquarters, primarily to deal 
with traceability requirements for its key customers. The system initially 
used was Wizdom, which was supplied and supported by Total Control 
Systems, since purchased by Prophet. “When Prophet bought the  
software, in 2008, we had the choice to remain with our existing software 
or to switch over to Pr2 software,” says Engelbrecht. “There was never 
any pressure to go one way or the other, but I found the guys that I dealt 
with at Prophet extremely engaging and friendly and they made the 
transition very easy.”

What could have been a difficult process went very smoothly, he 
adds. “The whole thing was handled very well. We were comfortable 
all the way through, were not forced to change anything overnight and 
being able to plan the changeover with the Prophet team was one of the 
most useful parts of the exercise. It allowed us to continue the day-to-
day business while implementing new software in parallel, to a timetable 
that suited everybody involved. 

“We were not re-evaluating, but we were able to confirm some of the 
processes we already had in place – it’s always good to know that you 
are doing the right things. In my view, the software you use needs to  
mirror what you are doing in real life. If you need to start changing all of 
your processes to fit with the software, it’s probably not for you. Ideally, 
you’ll be able to mould the software around your business – that’s a  
lot easier.”

Pr2 went live on August 1, 2010, within six months of the first  
discussions that decided the specs for the Karsten  software. “Compared 
to our previous software, Pr2 is much more user friendly – it is Windows 
based, which has helped us a lot as fundamentally operationally focused 
people, and it has proved much more simple to access the right  
information and get it into a workable format,” says Engelbrecht.

“The other area we felt we weren’t seeing with our previous provider 
was a real commitment to continuous development of the software to 
meet the changing dynamics of the industry. The fact that Pr2 is evolving all 
the time alongside a wide user base is good to know – and as a license 
holder we are also in line to benefit from all those improvements and can 
pass them on to our clients.”

At the Spalding facility, product is received, stored and distributed 
according to marketing requirements. The facilities also offer re-packing 
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“Our main role is coordinating the arrival and delivery of fruit to 
customers, but a more direct relationship with the growers that supply 
that fruit is on our agenda,” says Engelbrecht. “Ideally, we would like to 
create a web interface for our entire internal and external network of 
people, so they can gain the benefi ts of the information that is relevant 
to them in the system.”

Karsten UK is a retail facing business, with its two largest customers 
being Tesco and Sainsbury’s, and Engelbrecht believes he is now better 
placed to meet customer requirements at that end of the chain too. “I 
wouldn’t be surprised if, over the course of the next year to 18 months, 
we begin to see our system becoming more integrated with some of our 
clients and growers and we know that the option to use Prophet as the 
software in that environment is also there,” he says.

Predominantly a grape supplier to the UK supermarkets, the company 
also handles smaller volumes of kiwifruit, grape, stone fruit and apples. 
“Any modifi cation or development we have worked on with Prophet has 
largely been based on our grape business and then, if necessary, tailored 
to fi t with other products,” says Engelbrecht. “Primarily the mods had 
already been made by other Prophet clients that deal with grapes; to date 
we have rarely been a leader in matters like that.”

While not a deal clincher, Engelbrecht says it was “very useful to 
know” that other more established companies handling grape in the UK 
had been using Pr2 for some time and this created comfort that Prophet 
had the capacity to support Karsten’s grape business.

Prophet always advises users to install system champions, 
something that Karsten UK has done with some success. “We have 
two Prophet Champions on the site, one on the operational side of the 
business and the other on the fi nancial side. Prophet spent time to train 
them up prior to implementation and I think we have seen the benefi t 
of that.

They have a very good relationship with the guys at Prophet and talk 
to them regularly. As a user, you always want your questions or problems 
to be dealt with yesterday rather than tomorrow and that’s a big 
challenge for any company, but we’ve been very happy with the 
after-sales service we’ve received,” Engelbrecht says. 

“I have been extremely impressed with the individuals I have met 
and dealt with at Prophet – my experience has been very positive to 
date. I think whenever you make a major change to your business, such 
as this, there will be frustrations, but any issues that we have had so 
far have been totally overshadowed by the benefi ts the company has 
already felt.”

services. Karsten UK undertakes all aspects of product management, 
including stock control, quality assurance, managing daily orders and 
the logistics functions that are required. The company is able to deliver 
fruit directly from the port of arrival to the depots of customers, or by 
utilizing the Spalding facilities as a consolidation point for different 
category deliveries.

All operational activities have been enhanced by Pr2, Engelbrecht 
says. “From a storage point of view, all fruit is scanned into the system 
and we use the factory module and handhelds to manage its progress 
through the pack house. We also use the stock reporting functionality 
and the fi nancial module; all of our bookkeeping is now done through 
Prophet.

“The software has defi nitely enhanced our control over the stock 
fl ow through our site and it has made an immediate difference to the 
effectiveness of our pack house and warehouse operations. On the 
fi nancial side, it is obvious that we have benefi ted from access to more 
information. We have seen immediate improvements.

“However, it’s fair to say that we do not yet use the full functionality 
of the software. We have been very focused on the operational side of 
the business to this point and we have not had the people in place who 
were fully trained in writing reports. We’re a relatively small company and 
it’s diffi cult to take someone away from their key operational role, but we 
have just appointed an IT controller, who has experience working in South 
Africa designing pack house and export software systems. He therefore 
understands the fresh produce business and the fl ow of goods.

“I think it will be invaluable to have someone to use the software in a 
non-operational role. The data is there; we know that. But only now will 
we truly be able to mould the information into a format that really works 
for us,” says Engelbrecht.

The longer-term view is to create an electronic interface between 
New Vision Fruit (NVF) – Karsten Group’s export offi ce in South Africa 
– and the UK. “The export offi ce used Prophet’s QX system before we 
switched over to Prophet and the fact that they did that 18 months before 
us defi nitely made it an easier decision for us to make,” says Engelbrecht. 
“We’re taking things one step at a time, but integration of the two 
systems is defi nitely part of our future plans.”

Karsten’s own product, from its South African growers, is packed 
and shipped direct to Karsten UK, while product from growers in Chile, 
Egypt, Israel and elsewhere is either handled by NVF or through exporters 
in those countries. Therefore, Karsten UK itself has no direct interface 
with its growers. 

“In my view, the software you use needs to mirror what you are doing in real life. 
If you need to start changing all of your processes to fi t with the software, it’s 
probably not for you. Ideally, you’ll be able to mould the software around your 
business – that’s a lot easier.”
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